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WHALLER – The social network launches its new app on iOS and android
The French platform for secure social networks Whaller has completely redesigned its mobile
application. The objective of this v3 was to significantly improve the quality of the user experience.
Development efforts have therefore focused on four fundamental elements: the creation of a new,
clear and refined graphical interface, speed of execution, gestures and navigation much more adapted
to the mobile world.

The intuitive experience of secure real-time communication
On the Whaller mobile application, find all your "spheres". Each sphere alone constitutes a
complete social network, totally hermetic to the others. Only the people you have invited are
there. Every sphere hosts exchanges around a team, a project, an event. The information is
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always contextualized, published in the right place, exclusively accessible to those it concerns.
Each user always knows exactly who sees his messages and can reply to them, to all or in
private. Everyone can navigate from sphere to sphere, without ever getting lost in mixed
flows.
- The application focuses on Whaller's messaging functions.
- Whaller is guaranteed 100% advertising-free.
- Your data belongs to you and is protected.
- Regular updates are planned.
Download links for the new Whaller app:
- iOS
- Android
About Whaller
Whaller is an arborescent platform for social and collaborative networks that guarantees the
confidentiality of its users' data. The non-transferability and non-use of this data are two fundamental
principles of the platform. Thanks to an exclusive system of waterproof spheres, everyone can now
create and manage an infinite number of social networks from a single account. On Whaller, everyone
has control over their communications, their communities and their audience. The platform offers a
great functional richness and its uses are numerous: corporate social networks, project management
and project management tools, social intranets, collaborative spaces, personal networks, etc. Whaller
is aimed at all types of structures: companies, administrations, associations, schools and universities,
institutions, ministries, families... Created in May 2013, Whaller now has more than 250,000 registered
users and more than 10,000 organizations. Whaller is listed on the multi-publisher market of the Union
des Groupements d'Achats Publics (UGAP) in the category "secure collaborative networks".
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